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the micro four thirds digital system is small in size,
making it much more convenient to carry around, and

so far, olympus is the only brand to offer dslr-like
photo quality without an optical viewfinder. and
olympus is the only brand to offer a video-ready

camera system for photographers who want to shoot
video. the gh2 was also chosen by the judges for its

ability to function as a perfect point-and-shoot
camera as well as a dslr. it can use both full-frame
and aps-c lenses from all the big brands like nikon,

canon, and pentax with full-frame lenses, and
olympus also sells its own om line of lenses that use

the same camera mount as many of the other lenses.
compatible lenses from other manufacturers also are
also available. i just got my sh5 two days ago and i
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just tested it. it has some good stuff on it but its kinda
small. the handheld studio shot is the best. its also

great for outdoor, as its weather proof. it also records
underwater and has a retractable screen. there are
many categories on youtube and on vimeo, such as

sexy, best concept, rock, airport, love, cute, and
many more. you can also search for specific keywords
on youtube and find anything you want to see. i have
this camera and i totally recommend it, if you want to
produce something good. i like this camera a lot. it is
small and light, and is easy to take anywhere, even in

a big city. it is also very easy to carry with you, so
you will not have to carry tons of equipment. the

video quality is also very good, the only problem is
that it has a hard time focusing in low light, but for
me this is not a problem. i also like the screen, its

much easier to shoot with than when you are using
an optical viewfinder. its also good for beginners,

since it is very easy to learn how to use. one thing i
have noticed is that you can get some good shots of
medium sized animals, but it is still a little difficult to
get really good shots, since it is not easy to let the

animals be in the exact place you want them to be. i
have posted a few videos on youtube, they are all

mine, but i would really like to increase the number of
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videos i post, since i have to upload them somewhere
and then wait for someone to watch them and like

them.
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after assembling the litter-robot, youll plug it into an
outlet and download the litter-robot app. the app is

free, and you can use it to control the litter-robot with
your smartphone. but if you want to use the app to

launch the robot and program it with your cats
schedule, youll need to purchase a subscription. the
app also includes a viewfinder so you can see what

areas of the litter-robots viewfinder are activated, and
you can choose to customize the litter-robot so it

adjusts its cleaning schedule based on your kitty-care
routines and its favorite tricks or habits, such as

where it wets the litter box. the app also provides
information on the life of the litter-robot, such as its

battery life, cleaning cycles, cleaning details, and the
petsafe cleanmate scooping technology that keeps
the litter-robot well-scrubbed. if your kitties toilet

habits are similar to our test cats, it might be time to
replace your litter boxes with this robot litter box. the
litter-robot can remove a volume of waste equivalent
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to six 45-pound bags of cat litter, far more than other
automated litter boxes or scoopy-rs. the litter-robot is

great for heavy- and medium-duty litter boxes. the
canister fits into the bottom, and a pan-like scoop
rotates up and out through the top to catch the

scooped-out litter. litter-robot also works great in the
smaller bowls, such as the k9 litter mates, and the
model f litter boxes. the litter-robot is intended for

heavy- or medium-duty litter boxes; it doesnt work as
well in scoop-and-dispose containers, because the

container is too small to support the scoop.
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